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In this paper we find an upper bound for the number of lattice points on an arc
of small length on the conics x2&dy2=N. Our method involves factorization into
ideals in quadratic fields.  1997 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the papers [1, 2] Co rdoba and the first author studied the number of
lattice points on small arcs of the ellipses x2+dy2=N, d1. Lattice points
on those curves correspond in a natural way with elements !, with norm
N(!)=N, of the ring A of integers of Q(- d). This correspondence allows
an algebraic treatment of the problem.
Defining h2 as the number of elements in the class group of A having
order less than or equal to 2, the following result is proved in [1].
Theorem A. Let d>1 be a fixed square-free integer, let k be a non-
negative integer, and suppose that : is a real number with
:14&1<\8 _ k2h2&+4+ .
Then any arc of length N: on the ellipse x2+dy2=N can contain at most
k lattice points.
In this paper we extend this result to the case when d is negative, for
which the conic under consideration is an hyperbola. This makes the
problem different in nature since, as we shall see, such a curve contains
either zero or infinitely many lattice points. However, we can apply similar
techniques to prove the following
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Theorem. Let d>1 be a fixed square-free integer.
(a) On the hyperbola, x2&dy2=N, an arc of length |N|: has at most
k lattice points if :14&1(8[k4h2]+4).
(b) Further, if N(=)=1, where = is the fundamental unit of A, then the
result can be improved up to :14&1(8[k2h2]+4).
The present method could in fact be used to recover the analogous
results from [1, 2]. Moreover, we are able to avoid introducing extra field
extensions and the construction of ‘‘angular representations,’’ both of which
are required in [1, 2].
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
For simplicity we take N to be positive, and assume d1 (mod 4). The
general case is identical aside from obvious modifications.
Let us consider the arithmetic function
rd (N)=*[(x, y) # Z2: x2&dy2=N],
which counts the number of lattice points on the hyperbola x2&dy2=N.
Clearly, each representation of N by the quadratic form gives a lattice
point, and vice versa. We will refer to both of them indistinctly. We trans-
late the study of rd (N) to an algebraic context by means of an obvious one-
to-one correspondence between lattice points (x, y) and elements x+ y - d
of the ring of integers A of the real quadratic field Q(- d).
This interpretation allows us to quickly see that if rd (N)>1 then
rd (N)=. Indeed, let ! # A be an integer corresponding to a representa-
tion of N by the quadratic form. Then for any unit + of A, the integer +!
will correspond to a different one. Our claim now follows from the fact
that, for all m # Z, \=3m # Z[- d] is a unit in A, where = is the fundamen-
tal unit.
At this point it is convenient to introduce the following definition: We
say that two representations of N by the quadratic form f (x, y)=x2&dy2
are related if the corresponding elements !1 and !2 of A are associates;
that is, there is a unit + such that !1=+!2 .
Clearly, to classify representations of N, it suffices to classify the non-
related ones. We are interested in arcs of small length on the hyperbola,
and by symmetry we can consider only those in the first quadrant. Now,
if that arc is sufficiently small, it will not contain two related representa-
tions, since we are multiplying by units. To make this concrete, let 1 be an
arc of the hyperbola, and define the length L(1 ) by
L(1)= max
[ p1 , p2] # 1
|(x1+ y1 - d)&(x2+ y2 - d)|,
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where pi=(xi , yi). It is important to note that the length L(1) is
comparable to the Euclidean length of the arc 1.
Considering the arithmetic functions rd, 1 , r*d, 1 which count the represen-
tations of N belonging to 1, and those which are non-related, respectively,
we prove the following
Lemma. For any arc 1 with L(1)N12, we have
rd, 1=r*d, 1 .
Proof. Let !=x+ y - d be an element of 1. We have !>- N, since
the arc is in the first quadrant. Now, suppose +! is on 1 for some unit +.
Without loss of generality we can suppose +=, and by the definition of
the fundamental unit, we have =1+- d>2. On the other hand,
+=1+
+!&!
!
1+N&12L(1 )2.
We have a contradiction, so the result follows.
If 1 does not lie completely in any quadrant, a similar argument gives
the result up to a constant; that is, we could prove the result for
L(1 )CN&12. Hence, in arcs of length L(1 )=o(N 12), we need only
consider non-related representations.
3. IDEALS AND THE CLASS GROUP
We write the factorization of N in prime integers of Z in the form
N= ‘
(dqk)=&1
q;kk ‘
(dri)=0
r$ii ‘
(dpj)=1
p:jj ,
where the first product runs through the primes qk such that d is a quad-
ratic non-residue, the second is over the primes dividing d, and the last one
is over those primes such that d is a quadratic residue.
Suppose that N has a representation x+ y - d on the hyperbola. Con-
sidering ideals in the ring of integers A, we find that
(x+ y - d)(x& y - d)
=(N)= ‘
(dqk)=&1
(qk) ;k ‘
(dri)=0
\2$ii ‘
(dpj )=1
^:jj, 1 ^
:j
j, 2 ,
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since (q) is prime when (dq)=&1, and (p)=^1^2 , or (r)=\2 when
(dp)=1, or (dr)=0 respectively. Moreover, we have the norm equation
N((x+ y - d) )=N((x& y - d) )=N.
It follows that
(x+ y - d)= ‘
(dqk)=&1
(qk) ;k2 ‘
(dri)=0
\$ii ‘
( dpj )=1
^#jj, 1 ^
:j&#j
j, 2 ,
for some 0#j:j . Observe that if rd (N)>1 then all the ;k have to be
even. Further, suppose \i # E+(i) , and ^j, 1 # E&( j) , where E1 , ..., Eh are the
elements of the class group of A, and E1 is the identity element. Then,
^j, 2 # E &1&( j) and we must have
‘ E $i+(i)E
2#j&:j
&( j) =E1 , (1)
since the ideal > \$ii ^
#j
j, 1^
:j&#j
j, 2 has to be principal.
Thus, we have a correspondence between non-related representations of
N and sets of integers #j less than :j such that (1) holds. In fact, we will
see later that, given certain #j in such conditions, we have, not only a
representation of N, but of a divisor of it as well. This fact will be the key
point of the proof of our theorem.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let us suppose we have k+1 representations of N in an arc 1. The dif-
ference between distinct representations, and hence the length of 1, will be
bounded below by the size of the ‘‘common divisors’’ of the representations.
Our strategy is to find common factors by using our correspondence with
the sets of exponents [#j].
Let us consider elements E of the class group of the form
E=‘ E #j, 1&#j, s&( j) ,
where #j, r corresponds to the j th prime of the rth representation. Squaring
this expression gives
\‘ E #j, 1&#j, s&( j) +
2
=\‘ E $i+(i)E 2#j, 1&:j&( j) +\‘ (E $i+(i) E 2#j, s&:j&( j) +
&1
=E1 .
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Hence, all such elements E are of order less than or equal to two. If h2
denotes the number of elements of the 2-torsion subgroup of the class
group, then there will be at least C1=[kh2]+1 elements of the form E
which will be equal. ‘‘Dividing’’ two such elements gives us the identity,
that is,
‘ E #j, l&#j, s&( j) =E1 . (2)
By conveniently ordering the representations, we can assume that the ones
with 1l, sC1 are equal. Let !l , !s be two representations satisfying (2).
Then we have
(xs+ ys - d)
= ‘
(dqk)=&1
(qk) ;k2 ‘
(dri)=0
\$ii ‘
( dpj)=1
^#j, sj, 1 ^
:j&#j, s
j, 2
= ‘
(dqk)=&1
q;k2k  ‘
(dri)=0
\$ii ‘
( dpj)=1
^min(#j, s, #j, l )j, 1 ^
:j&max(#j, s, #j, l )
j, 2
_ ‘
(dpj)=1
^ ( |#j, s&#j, l |+(#j, s&#j, l ))2j, 1 ^
( |#j, s&#j, l |&(#j, s&#j, l))2
j, 2
=I1I2 I3 .
Similarly, we find for !l that
(xl+ yl - d) =I1I2 I&13 ,
where I3I
&1
3 # E1 . Moreover, I1 is principal, and by (2) I3 is principal as
well. We conclude that I2 is principal and
(xs+ ys - d)=( (us, l+vs, l - d )(as, l+bs, l - d ))
(xl+ yl - d)=( (us, l+vs, l - d )(as, l&bs, l - d )) ,
where
N((as, l+bs, l - d) )=‘ p |#j, s&#j, l |j . (3)
We can assume that the as, l , bs, l are positive; otherwise we interchange s
and l. If as, l+bs, l - d represents &> p |#j, s&#j, l |j , then we should replace
as, l&bs, l - d in our argument by &(as, l&bs, l - d ).
Since two principal ideals are equal if their representative elements are
associates, we deduce the existence of an integer $s, l , such that
=$s, l (as, l&bs, l - d )(xs+ ys - d )=(as, l+bs, l - d )(xl+ yl - d ). (4)
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Further, we can choose |$s, l |1; otherwise, we would take the representative
as, l+bs, l - d==[$s, l 2](as, l+bs, l - d ), whose conjugate is as, l&bs, l - d=
=&[$s, l 2](as, l&bs, l - d ).
To finish the proof we need the function $s, l to be zero as many times
as possible. We will see that from each three values of $s, l , at least one is
zero. Proving this amounts to showing that for any triple i, l, s with
1i, l, sC1 , the number $i, s+$s, l&$i, l is even.
To see this, multiply (4) by the integer of A (ai, s+bi, s - d )
(ai, l+bi, l - d ) to obtain
=$s, l (as, l&bs, l - d )(ai, l+bi, l - d ) =$i, s(ai, s&bi, s - d )(xi+ yi - d )
==$s, l (as, l&bs, l - d )(ai, l+bi, l - d )(ai, s&bi, s - d )(xs+ ys - d )
=(as, l+bs, l - d )(ai, s+bi, s - d )(ai, l+bi, l - d )(xl+ yl - d )
=(as, l+bs, l - d )(ai, s+bi, s - d ) =$i, l (ai, l&bi, l - d )(xi+ yi - d ),
where we have used (4) several times. This produces an element of A,
u+v - d=(as, l&bs, l - d )(ai, l+bi, l - d )(ai, s&bi, s - d ), such that
=$s, l+$i, s&$i, l (u+v - d )=u&v - d.
On the other hand, multiplying ideals, we have
(u+v - d)=‘ (^j, 1 ^j, 2) |#j, l&#j, s|+|#j, i&#j, s|+|#j, i&#j, l |=(r) ,
where r # Z. Hence, there exists an integer m such that (u+v - d )==mr. In
other words,
=$s, l+$i, s&$i, l+mr=u&v- d==&mr,
which is possible only when $s, l+$i, s&$i, l=2m.
We order the values of the function $1, l so that $1, l=0 if 2ll0 , and
|$1, l |=1 if l0<lC1 . Then $s, l=0 if 1s, ll0 or l0<s, lC1 . Since
max[l0 , C1&l0][(C1&1)2]+1=C2 , we see that $s, l=0 for at least
( C22 ) pairs [s, l]. In those cases we can write (4) as
xs+ ys - d
xl+ yl - d
=
as, l+bs, l - d
as, l&bs, l - d
.
Since both representations are on 1, we have
xs+ ys - d
xl+ yl - d
=1+
(xs+ ys - d )&(xl+ yl - d )
xl+ yl - d
1+L(1 )N&12. (5)
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On the other hand, since as, l+bs, l - d{as, l&bs, l - d, we deduce by (3)
that 0<as, l&bs, l - d<> p |#j, s&#j, l |2j and that the integer bs, l is not zero.
Therefore
as, l+bs, l - d
as, l&bs, l - d
=1+
2bs, l - d
as, l&bs, l - d
1+2 - d > p&|#j, s&#j, l |2j .
The last two inequalities together give us
L(1) N&122 - d ‘ p&|#j, s&#j, l |2j .
Multiplying the analogous inequalities of the ( C22 ) pairs with $s, l=0 we
find that
(L(1 ) N&12)
( C22 )K ‘ p&1s<lC2 |#j, s&#j, l |2j , (6)
for some constant K depending on d. The maximum of the exponent
1s<lC2 |#j, s&#j, l |, is attained when half of the #j, s are zero and the
other half are :j . In that case we have
:
1s<lC2
|#j, s&#j, l |=:j [C2 2](C2&[C2 2]).
Substituting into (6), and noting that > p:jj N, we obtain the first part of
the theorem.
In order to improve our bound, we suppose that we are under the
hypothesis of part b of the theorem. In that case the element !==+1
satisfies !==! , and !! =N(!)=l for some integer l. To finish the proof we
multiply (4) by ! whenever |$s, l |=1. We obtain, if necessary, for a new
as, l+bs, l - d and for all ( C12 ) pairs [s, l] the relations
xs+ ys - d
xl+ yl - d
=
as, l+bs, l - d
as, l&bs, l - d
,
where in some cases N((as, l+bs, l - d) )=l > p |#j, s&#j, l |j . The remainder of
the proof is analogous, and we conclude part b of the theorem.
Remark. From (5), we could get a better bound depending on how far
the arc 1 lies from the center of the hyperbola, since xl+ yl - dr- N.
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